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Quartz Job Scheduling Framework: Building Open Source Enterprise Applications, Chuck Cavaness, Pearson Education, 2006, 0132712997, 9780132712996, 304 pages. Integrate Powerful Scheduling Capabilities into Any Java Application or Environment If your Java applications depend on tasks that must be performed at specific times or if your systems have recurring maintenance jobs that could be automated, then you need Quartz: the first full-featured, open source job scheduling framework. "Quartz Job Scheduling Framework" reveals how to make the most of Quartz with virtually any Java EE or Java SE application, from the smallest standalone program to the largest e-commerce application. Best-selling author Chuck Cavaness shows developers and architects how to integrate Quartz with leading open source Java frameworks, including Hibernate and Struts. Using practical examples, Cavaness illuminates everything from basic job scheduling to the use of Quartz in clustered environments and enterprise workflow applications. To jumpstart your own Quartz projects, he also presents a full chapter of "cookbook" sample code. Coverage includes:

- Understanding the value of scheduling in the enterprise environment
- Installing and configuring the Quartz framework
- Scheduling jobs, and triggering them on simple or complex schedules
- Using JobStores to persist schedule information between JVM restarts
- Using Listeners to receive callbacks from Quartz when key events occur
- Extending Quartz with Plugins
- Accessing Quartz through a Web-based graphical interface
- Clustering Quartz applications, both horizontally and vertically
- Using RMI to schedule Quartz remotely
- Leveraging Quartz to automate maintenance and workflow.
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Ejb 3 In Action, Debu Pande, Reza Rehman & Derek Lane, May 1, 2007, , 704 pages. This is a fast-paced tutorial for both novice and experienced Java developers. It will help you learn EJB 3 and the JPA quickly and easily. This comprehensive, entirely new EJB ....
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Expert One-on-One J2EE Development Without EJB, Rod Johnson, Jul 2, 2004, Computers, 552 pages. A guide to alternatives to EJB covers such topics as managing transactions, designing applications, accessing data, using open source products to increase productivity, and ....


Jakarta Struts Pocket Reference, Chuck Cavaness, Brian Keeton, 2003, Computers, 134 pages. Provides information on installing, configuring, and running Jakarta Struts..
Using Enterprise JavaBeans 2.0, Chuck Cavaness, Brian Keeton, 2002, Computers, 628 pages. Special Edition Using EJB 2.0 starts with a description of how EJB fits into the big picture of J2EE development, then covers such topics as: Locating EJB’s using JNDI Managing ....

JBoss at Work: A Practical Guide, Tom Marrs, Scott Davis, Oct 13, 2005, Computers, 308 pages. Consisting of a number of well-known open source products, JBoss is more a family of interrelated services than a single monolithic application. But, as with any tool that’s as ....

Mastering Resin, Richard Hightower, Joseph D. Gradecki, Aug 30, 2003, Computers, 408 pages. The official guide to Resin, authorized by the company that invented the product, Caucho Technology Offers a comprehensive tutorial and reference on how to use all flavors of ....

Programming Jakarta Struts, Chuck Cavaness, 2002, Computers, 441 pages. Discusses how and why to configure and develop Web applications with Struts and other Jakarta technologies using the model-view controller design pattern in Java..
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